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This reflection is an input to see the new year as a stage of opportunity to improve 
our mental, physical, psychic, and spiritual health. Ways to start seeing this stage 
with assertiveness so we can strength our system of beliefs and values about how 
is life, how we perceive real present. 

Blossoming is the process of expressing the best of ourselves to put in our favor, as 
the plants use entire vital energy to blossom and it guarantees a strong and perfect 
seed for the new plant; symbolically we also are blossoming very time and the 
begging of the year allows the entire energy and potential to manifest, it is the 
opportunity to change, renew, challenge our capability of achieving, this special 
moment is the maximum to uphold and accomplish goals and those resolutions 
should evolve our lives.     

Ending the year, certainly concludes a cycle, therefore in January is a door or entry 
to a new period and cycle; a leave-taking of the year, to the old, to yesterday.  



Everything starts when we plant our wishes such us our dreams and projects as 
seeds; the rebirth of our ideas and system of beliefs, our resolutions to improve, 
we are open to see and take opportunities waiting for us, or just start think and 
plan: how would I like my world to be now? (Planning in present).  

I blossom every time and live full of joy, vitality, and harmony. 

Let’s review some ideas that can help express all potentials and plant until it 
blossoms. 

Believing is the key: when we are self-aware of our present and start seeing it as 
good, beneficial, beautiful, seeing every situation as positive becomes a belief, so 
over time a belief truly solidifies and creates a positive attitude towards life.  

Remember our psychic does not have sense of humor so literally absorbs what we 
think and say each time and if we contradict ourselves, it holds the message the 
most impacts us. And I can tell almost always we put a lot of energy on negative 
things as result this energy remains with us. Therefore, is essential to be mindful all 
the time, it is a challenge if we see this way; the psyche loves challenges, we can 
rapidly accomplish it to become our attitude, a stance of life.    

Another way of accomplish it, is praising ourselves each time we choose to say 
something appropriate and healthful to ourselves, encouraging ourselves when we 
find thinking and saying words that underestimate or trigger drama or negative.   

 

Power of seed for a new beginning consists in believing that we can be happy and 
successful, we are going to accomplish anything. We are open doors and let come 
in every opportunity. 

I invite you to fall in love with life, to plant seeds of love, of light every time, to see 
good things or at least try and see the middle ground, would be a good way to start. 
When we rebirth and are cheerful our health improves, seeing goodness and see 
positively each real situation, or accept what happens to us even if it looks painful, 
our cells feel and our environment favors us, try, works, this is why we say Happy 
New Year.     

Believing in instincts: It is important to nurture the instinct, we all have a wise 
innermost guiding at all times and showing us the right and perfect, as the seeds 



before being planted has it’s potential, seeds can last many years waiting for the 
perfect time to sprout, develop, grow, and blossom.    

The human psychic is perfect and has potential, just believe in it and pay attention, 
it is attached to your emotions this is why feels like something physical. Human 
psyche is the mental command rooted in the behavior of the mind, the emotion 
and willingness, these three are the basic areas of our psyche and guides our life; 
therefore, should be nurture with love, cheerfulness, and kindness.   

Your body speaks to you and your emotions ad enthusiastically guide you, they are 
safe in this world, we evolve every time, there is not second alike, we are amazing 
beings. On the other hand, if we feel anxious with a lot of doubts, calm down, 
breath, and meditate for a moment, these are backlogs of your old traditions, 
beliefs that have limited you. Take up the circumstance and thrust your inner 
wisdom with love and allow self awareness, and let go what bothers and does not 
help you, close a cycle and start once again. Allow yourself to be guided by your 
instinct, choose to be a being.  I am being guide by the divine wisdom which is 
within me opening up light along my journey, thanks. 

Compassion: Is the ability to accept ourselves for who we are and accept others, 
knowing that we are one, and we are spiritually, mentally, physically one in this 
amazing planet, that also united us, we all share the same fact, nevertheless we 
each see it differently, from our life experiences, and number of factors that make 
us unique, if we are self-aware of this we can begin the year having compassion to 
ourselves, this guarantees and considers everyone and  plan a life we want to live.      

Seed of compassion sprouts each day, life’s new paradigm indicates that together 
we look forward, through media we are connected and we most hope for peace, 
harmony, togetherness, and happiness.   

Remember, we have meditated other times, released fear left behind negative and 
cruel thoughts; stop believing on those who withstand to change, and see 
everything as negative, it is tragic that they are less every day.   

First action is a way of accomplishing to be more compassionate, supply our basic 
needs without restriction, take care, love, indulge, be aware of doing appropriate 
and nourishing things for ourselves. Think of how within us alike the loving nature 



works each instant to protect and keep life, there are perfect steps guiding to joy, 
and brings what is needed to balance us.   

By being compassionated with ourselves we can be compassionated with others 
and our planet. Each being is different so the task is yours only, no one can do it for 
you, even if someone wants to, remember that we are the seed ready to be 
planted, and we can create what is missed. I have the power to create and attract 
goodness at all times and it is perfect for my wellbeing and happiness.  

Nutrition: leads to a blossoming of life, nurture is a natural process, we are always 
doing it in many ways, even in spiritual realm where everything nurtures us, even 
if those experiences that seem though or causes pain are nourish and strengthen 
our being, things happen if we allow them to happen. Therefore, we create our 
likes and dislikes and learn from them, there is a reason, so relies on you if you 
nurture or not from an experience, the point is to gain from it.      

In the new cycle, I invited you to nourish with goodness, love, harmony, and 
creativity, it is very important to start a year with a nourished attitude, in fact 
during new year holydays wealth and richness are right up front, as long as possible 
everyone shares the best, the planet brightens of gold and reddish colors, all these 
unite us.  

The term new year comes from German roots and it means and symbolizes, 
harvest, wealth, year, and cycle. It makes direct allusion to harvest, the most vital 
dynamic season of the year, we feel load of arriving, an ending that becomes a 
beginning, alike the Fenix, an ending. We give hugs, send, receive blesses, outline 
new resolutions full of hope.    

Everything starts at the right time. Everything ends when it must be 

Learn to release, let it go what does not benefit, dislike or just it is not useful 
anymore, we can do symbolically, write in a letter everything that is not useful to 
us anymore, that is not evolutionary, things we wish to change it can be a bad habit 
such us: judging, cursing, being rude, pessimist, and among others. This letter can 
be burn, dump in a stream, shatter, bury whichever you like best, or you can go 
outside and scream things you do not like, things you wish to let it go and the wind 
will carry away. If you can make a campfire and throw in it the unwanted or harmful 
of your life. 



There are number of rituals for freeing, take a shower and feel that water washes 
away everything, then nourish by drinking a glass of fresh water,  we can program 
the water with positive ordinances or drink energetic juice, just as a symbol of 
enrichment, if it is in the campfire you can take out of the fire what you wish to 
enhance or create, light on a candle, among other strategies.  We are symbolic 
beings, flexible  and willing to receive. Making list of resolutions is the most 
common, it works if it is realistic, and willingness to fulfill it. I am the willingness, 
and the strength that achieves everything that is for my evolution and happiness.     

Well, my dear friends of ABClatino wish you a wonderful new year and full of vital 
energy, and I send you my unconditional love and cheerfulness, thanks. 


